VOYAGER DRIVE.
MUSIC ON THE ROAD AND ON THE GO.
AT HOME
VOYAGER Drive adapts to your mood, filling your space
with the sounds you want. Its connectivity through
wireless Bluetooth is seamless, which means you're always
connected and up-to-date with the latest features.

IN YOUR CAR
VOYAGER Drive shatters traditional expectations to
provide a best-in-class lifestyle audio experience. Your
vehicle's soundstage widens in front of you, while
hands-free functionality and easy portability make
VOYAGER Drive the ultimate lifestyle audio solution for
entry segment vehicles.

ON-THE-GO
Take the party with you wherever you go with VOYAGER
Drive and VOYAGER Drive+. This fully transportable
audio system carries the beat that keeps you moving from intense workouts to backyard gatherings, camping
excursions and more.
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MUSIC MAKES THE MOMENT.

VOYAGER DRIVE SOUND SYSTEM

Music comes to us as naturally as the air we breathe; it inspires us and touches our souls. Whether it's
a song or a symphony, it ignites the most exciting moments of our lives, connecting us to memories of
the past and the future. So it should always be with us, without boundaries or limitations. VOYAGER
Drive offers you revolutionary access to in-car audio experiences that keep you moving even after you've
arrived at your destination.

Introducing the first truly portable lifestyle and in-car audio system solution. VOYAGER Drive breaks
through traditional vehicle offerings to bring an enhanced audio experience to everybody. The expandable system design eliminates the need for basic door speakers usually found in entry segment vehicles.
The portable car audio solution features a detachable wireless speaker, as well as an optional and transportable subwoofer for the ultimate sound experience.

At home, in the car or while hanging out with friends: VOYAGER Drive elevates your listening experience wherever you are. This lifestyle audio system pops into and out of the car easily, and will follow you
from home, to the car, to the beach or anywhere else your journey takes you, so you never miss a beat.
If you're looking for extra boost in your bass, upgrade to VOYAGER Drive+, an optional subwoofer unit
that quickly docks into and out of the trunk.

VOYAGER Drive is designed with millennials in mind - providing smooth portability and a full-range audio
experience tailored for a connected life on the go. On its own, the VOYAGER Drive provides lifelike
sound-staging to entry segment vehicles through six dynamic in-dash speakers, with two active 40 mm
speakers powering the Go unit when the vehicle's on the move. The optional VOYAGER Drive+ unit
delivers full-range portable sound, while also serving as the vehicle's subwoofer when it's docked in the
trunk. The Drive+ makes music come to life with its eleven powerful in-car speakers, and eight full-range
speakers amplifying life on the go. Equipped with custom drivers and a built-in speakerphone system with
SoundClear® echo cancellation technology, the ground-breaking concept from the house of HARMAN
is ready when you are.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE:
ELEVATED EXPERIENCE
Dirac Panorama sound technology provides an awesome
wide soundstage for a lifelike listening experience. Built-in
Bluetooth streaming allows you to connect wirelessly to
your music and stay current with the latest over-the-air
updates.

PORTABILITY
Enjoy free movement as a result of VOYAGER Drive's
portability. It also features a conferencing system that
boasts SoundClear® echo noise cancellation technology and
advanced microphones. And with a built-in rechargeable
battery that charges in the car or at home, the fun never
has to stop.

SCALABILITY
Tailored to fit your lifestyle, VOYAGER Drive offers expandable hardware features such as a removable subwoofer unit in
the trunk.

SCALABLE OPTIONS
VOYAGER DRIVE
Consisting of the removable 'Go' unit and the builtin speakers on the instrument panel, this portable
speaker charges in the car to ensure the music keeps
you moving even after you've arrived.

VOYAGER DRIVE+
Upgraded by the removable rear subwoofer, this
full-range audio system provides limitless musical
enjoyment.

VOYAGER SOUNDWEAR
Seamless in-car audio integration combines this lifestyle wearable device with VOYAGER Drive to offer
you a new level of personalized surround sound.

THE MISSION
To elevate the listening experience of traditionally non-branded audio systems, by providing the best-in-class sound for the value that meets the needs of today’s on the go lifestyle.

THE RESULT
A best-in-class branded lifestyle audio solution, fully portable and tailored to a connected
life on-the-go.

